Position Title
Department
Schedule
Location

Visualization Manager
Market Intelligence
Full-Time
Bangalore

OVERVIEW
Course5 Intelligence
We enable organizations to make the most effective strategic and tactical moves relating to their customers,
markets, and competition at the rapid pace that the digital business world demands. Founded in 2000, our
business areas include Market Intelligence, Big Data Analytics, Digital Transformation, Artificial Intelligence,
and Analytics. Rapid advances in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technology have enabled us to
create disruptive technologies and accelerators under our Course5 Intelligence suites that combine analytics,
digital, and research solutions to provide significant and long-term value to our clients.
More information can be found at www.course5i.com
Global Offices
United States | India | United Kingdom | Singapore | United Arab of Emirates
JOB SUMMARY
We are looking for a resource to join our Market Intelligence team in Bengaluru. The individual will be
responsible for constantly leveraging his/her technical skills and creativity and should be able to manage

a team of 4-8 designers/data visualization experts.
SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES









Manage a team of several designers, evaluating individual design deliverables and overall team
performance.
Deliver critical feedback where needed and encourage team members throughout the delivery.
Comfortable in executing design requirements independently.
Work and manage various design requirements – From PowerPoint charting to highly visual story
decks, infographics to videos and user experience design for data products.
Experience in UI/UX like sketching wireframes and developing interactive prototypes, basic front end
development would be a plus
Collaborate with internal & external stakeholders and ensuring high CSAT
Carrying design and web projects from concept to completion while adhering to the brand standards
Open to learn new tools and techniques based on the requirements.

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES







Design tools (Adobe Creative Suite)
Microsoft Office Suite with proficiency on MS PowerPoint
Web technology (HTML, CSS, UI design) a plus
Excellent Communication skills
Logical thinking and problem-solving skills are a must.
Ability to independently handle projects and get work done.
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